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_FOREWORD

The. Educational incepts and Evaluation Work unit Areaof the
RP-s-==rch ImstituteAkor the Behavioral arid-Social S:LenCes (ARI). per:Icrms.
research and develnt in areas'ofeducatiOnal-rechnologTwith aprilf=a=
bi2r.ty military Adming. Of special interest is research.in the =ea
of rompuner-based e*-Lming Systems. The de,:elopmen:_ and implementa
of such systems is e, as a means of reducing training time :and oos by

,providi= mnr- ,ndividualized training the::: vould be otherwise
-:111ossible,o

a . This report s iciZes the research condUcted :_n the-develOpment of
8ii z.amp,,_ter-based raining system, the. Adaptive C:Imputerized Training =

§1.7011: (t,..ZTS , 11 )t-:_:..-17 to accomplish this resear :n, ARI's resources
wemit,A.mgmentat :- act with Perceptrotics, Inc_ , an organization
Se,,v.!d AZ hav-__:L;- Aique capabilities for researc- and ievelopmene in

10Y-1.8 ,Jrea

, he entire -,
tc crasa rec-zz_remer-

-P-4.:th Iehavi=a1 Sc

res__ted i -i :_or,7:mun

.et is of R &E ?r
_lso irigotit

y=teriz)mie*
_3 (Research'S-7:vy

.4:,11C.: Support frr Cimitw

th work Unit was inftLateo n 777Y1974 in response
7.DT&E Project 2Q16: -2E743, -"1as:.c ReSedreh in

Sciences." The -ucCess of the initial effort
7i011 of the research :1 re'-.F,jtee to the require-

2Q7627,17A164, "Educe. anc Training T,echnology,'"
c the special requirements of tae Product Manager,
F---stems, as expresses fn Hanien aesources Needs
7.7 for Computerized :1177. Systems' and 77-173
prized Training Sys:_

.

PE SID
nical Director
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DEVELOPMENT :AND EVAL:ATION OF A

In 1974 the Army'Rasoiare
Sciences (ART) initiated a pro,.
Training-System (ACTS,. Sinc,,

technical raports, thr paper
User's manuaij HOWever, no '51
u to -date summary

.t chnical audience. Neither i,t
-af 72rograss

in-tha.contaxtoLthe ralitary
salve. This report has been
,the_SpeCificobIctives of 7:11T

Alik-.7-1--2 COMPUTERIZED TRAINING SYSTEM

,st:Ltut f.7-t- the Behavioral and Social

ream to ?es raiop am Adaptive Computerized

the program has prOdueedithree
Amiuter software; and one systems
= epc provLdes 4)coMprehensive
4s Ei:cected primaflly toward a non-

-eport which places the program
roblems which it is intended to
ill those needs. Therefore,

explain the beh. 10 the ACTSrasear,
development, program;

Iv :1:

is.SuppoSed'to accomplish and

provide a sum=

(d) -To.desCribe propos,
development.

The overall objective o:
evaluate alnew method'tor pr-J
training.,

There are a number of r,
which are tile need, for: cost

piffled proEedures for the pc
Materials; evaluation of the
"artificial intelligence" re
o£ training. troubleshooting

4
turn.

i.t

h and

rechnioal tdrms, what the ACTS
fates;

,c: the rata evaluating ACTS effectiveness;

direction8in ACTS research and

rogram has been to develop and
-mPuter-based troubleshooting

,for -mrsUitig,this 'objective; among
individualized training; sim7

ticn of computer-based training
cahilitx of 'advanced techniques from
tc, Army training; lid improved.:methooi,
res. These areas will beexaMined it

The Need for Individualized :

The.concept-trlat.traini_.:4 be conducted mh-efficiently Or'
effectively if.adav:ed. to chz,-sAe-,rigtics (such as ability) or performance
ofgthe individual s-:udent is no new one. Methods for providing slith:.

, - .

IA complete -list of Z11 pub.licaticns: produced'asapart of this, effort is.'
inCluded.asA4endim A, "Bibliogrhy of ACTS Publicettions."

. , , . .

.7

6
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#34ivicalualimation were developed as-early as the 192( .s (Pressey, 1926)
althoug:. not widely used. Not -until the 19501,,,,did 1.dtvidualization of
training and education .become a'p.opUlar topic (Cron-an, 1957) .. _The
firs: ay....roach to individualization to'receive'mass stance was
Skinnet'L, '1354) "teacting.machineand a.vardant, the Linear programmed

Theses methods emitted each student to procei: r- his-oWn.pace,
but inst7-.1.:zicmal cOrent remained tiie same for all The !

teaching machine ,043 -d, the instructional sequence by IIIPTairing students
to repeat se;:emente, Mk ohich they had previously resposed incorrectly.
In generaL, _kft.imits'ed amount of individualizat4-on was not-pro-
vided by :11 mani text.

Crowder !1t=4 developed both:a.teaching-machine 2nd a text format
which .permi=i--! ;., Inc...=Lnz.(Variation-ininstructional zontent and
seq4encing -_-:-:..5 a --Ictlin of student responses)-in addif,:ion .to individua:

, -

controlcf -).::_::=- E 'C.7._ the'linder and branChing appr-)aches, under the
general term --,- , ammE-: Instructiom (PT) *aye been wily adopted by th
milithry and 1... .:.iviian educational community. Man: of the "new" -_

advarices in Ai :rairrimg, such as self-paced instruc7ion and .the Train-
ing Extensior :ourse 'TEC) audio-v-__sual:lesSons, are.a:.plications of the&

neipleS or to non-paper-and-pencil media.

\oth t-7-/les of E: hate begn reLatively successful. A branching, PI
text Provide- greater capability for individualization than does a ,

linear 'one. .lowe4er the commonly used textbook form,i! .)laceS practical
limitatiOr-s on the amount of indiv-±dualizAior The mgre
branches i7_11Lid.od, she more cumbersom and'diLficult the student tc
use the

The advent'of real-time computers. Introduced the Lapability to
.

provide gnmeter in±ividualization than is' possible it a branching..pro:-
graMmed test. Computer-Assisted. Instruction (CAI), :h, use. of the com-
puter to 1--.-Ivide instruction directly to, t44 studen, had its beginnings
'in 1959 (K:=_.h, Anderson & Brainerd; 1954Y. CAI did lc- come into wide-
spread'ust- the mid-1960's. Despite'-its tremendc-::s potential, to
provide.ini-iidualized instruction, CAI frequently :_as 'peen a disappoint-
ent;. Res - rch evidence indicates that CAI is an effecr_ive, but not
hecessaril practical,' method for training and education..

. V.
.

,

The PrOblell .f Preparing Computer-Based Training Materials

/CAT'ays7..ems frequently are referred-to by observers as "automatic
page turners. The appellatiOn refrectthe fact that the computgr .,,

,appears tb dc 'Attie more than present -a new segment (page) of 'text %

afier:the stuu.:..tnt has made a response. While thisis an oversiMplifica-7.:
tiOn of the c,-.7.mputer's function in many training applications, there is
a grin of trt.-.:h in it. Generally, capabilities. ofthe computer, for
Providing ind--fidualizect training are underutilized. Severalreasons
would appear -or.Ehis. A few reasons for this.underetilization will,

, -
examined here



:he first reason
viewed primarily as a bE7
of presenting.instructiot

FIto 9AI. While a-
i=ltr=tional medium, pro,

instructona: stratev-
cm!y two of those strategy.

lar=er being comcept1ial17

orira As _:-eacribed.apoVe, CAI has been
t method of presenting Pi. Thus the practice

small_segmenTliLhas been_transferred directly
roponents clathat CAL is a flexible

JOng he cappf_Lity for the uSe of a variety
it has in fart been used extensively with
drf-11 and prmotice and utorial, the

Atientical to trite PI strategy.-

A seccind-reeson is 7.:11e difficultyme, and cost required to
prepare highly individue____ded CA: mate-2:1-.1_1' ''As compared with the
prm.paration of a PI text ==e CA= author_:.,2:s the. additional task of
prganizing (and'often cc-I.:7774) th materiaL:_, for machipe execution. ;' .=

Moreover, the more optima Jr bran hes lesion, the more complex
he,autho'ring process -ncomes, c leads to increased;
preparation time, which in turn Leads to ._creased cost of the.lesSoA--"'
materials. When CAI is in:roduced in an 7--erational setting, such-as an
Army schoOl; the authors, -arely have the luxury of providing,,yndiVidual-
ization to the,extent des_:able. 1.,e,,sons must be prepared:within a
fi d. and often'yery limited period if t _me. Indi-,-iduarization is,
('ft e sacrificed for effi.--iency of produc:on.

There are several pogeTble ways eo telp the author in this situation.
One is the development of Dn -line and off-line aids to assist the author
ip prepgring lesson materials by performf_ng the more tedious and time-
consuming tasks. Another is through development of generalized instruc-
tional logic routines independent of ins7:ructional content. The author's
task is then to insert the lesson comter7 into a pre-existing framework.
Unfortunately, the framework may not nec,:ssarily be the best one for any
'particular set of materials. Ideally-, t-ie instructional content, rather.:
than the genetalizecPlogic, should determ.The the instructional sequence.

(A-third method ,for providing individualized.les;Ons is the development
of cbmputer software systems which can themselves generate individualized
training sequences through the use of an internal expert: This expert
must be able to analyze student responses ro'determine the student's
learning difficulties, and present the appropriate instruction to correct
those difficulties. This-last approach requires t use of "artificial
intelligence" techniques.

The 94omiseoi("Artificial Intelligence" Techniques

Artificial IntelligenLe (Al) techniques ate algorithms' (rules)
which enable computers to exhibit "intelligent" behavior. Examples of
iateIligent behavior are understanding written English; playing. chess,
and learning (changing behavio as a result of experience)-. The field
of Al developed in the 1960=s s a tool for the. study.of humati behavior.
It was assumed that.better un rstanding .c.eomplex human behavior could
be obtained if the rules whic enabled compUters to produce the'same
behavior could be determined. By the 1970's,if had become apparent that

3



the same tec.auiques could be used to enhance -CAI., Carbone s SCHOLAR
system 1970; was the firs: to use an intelligent computer-based tutor,
one tha7_ r4,,1TA both ask _questions of the student and respond to unantic-
ipated queetions posed by the student.;

The advantage of AI techniques is that"ttiw can provide highly
flexib:e instruction without the mecessity for pro-

gramming :ne iRstructions.: Dgic separately for each lesson. The pri-
mary di :vantage is the extensive computer'resources"required to support
CAI systems which use AI cectnniques. In, the past, this has prevented-
the use 0' su.c.LAystems outside a research. environment. Fortunately,
technoloiiecaL advances in computer har4ware .(particularly miniaturization)"
have restecIdn a substantial reduction in the space requirements and
initial -Previously associated with he computer-capability necessary
to Supp,rc sophisticated AT.

TrpubleShooting Training Procedures

7 3,,,.-rmy's:current _pproach to troubleshboting training is primarily
-hands--.rn anceciuipment s'opcifip.--The-student first is taught the sequential'
step -b'- -step pfocedures ecessary to locate a malfunction in a particular
item cy_ ecu_tpment. The he practices, and is tested on the actual
equicaent _ -self. This approach has several advantages. It insures
that :ae student has maetered,certain prerequisite skills, such as the
useo tes- eqUipient. -This approach also teaches the student the
physical 1=Ddt of the equipment and, the.correspondence between the
equipment tmd the oircutt schematic diagram. Finally, it gives the
student practice in disassembling and.reasumbling'tfie equipment.

A There al.lalso- iral'aisadvantageb. Snce -

the training content
is equi-pMr_ speck .-procedures, rathef than troubleshbot&ng logic,
there is trantfer of the skills acquired to similar or,modified
items of equipment. Also, a ?bstantial6ambunt of equipment, which
otherwise cc.11d be used operationally; is required for'training pu'rposes.
Instructors must'spend large portipns of their time inserting malfunctions
into the equipmelt,- rather tharvactuall'conducting' training. Moreover,
much student timg is spent assembling, disassembling, and. soldering the
equipMent,",thUs.reducing-'the number of dent equipment faults that
they can experiende during their training. The use, of "intelligent",
computer simulStiOn offers-one means'of improving existing training
procedures.

Objectives
AS'

When.the ACTS prograM-*as initiated it Was viewed as a solution tot-
the problems described aboveC. In summarytheCoverall 'objectives. of the
program have been:



(a) To improVe the Individualization of training in CAI syitems
through 54---ase of AI techniques:

(b) To minimize the. effort required by the lesson author;

(c) To use relatively "basic" AI techniques which can be implemented
on small-scale computer systems;

(d) To evaluate the training and cost effectiveness-of the system"
fo.r electronic troubleshooting training.

ACTS DESCRIPTION'

The ACTS program was initiated as a basic research effort in 1974.
Work accomplished through January 1977 was performed by Perceptronics,
Inc., under contract to and with guidance prov.ided by ARI. The current
version of the ACTS evolved gradually throughout this petiod. Previous, .

reports (see Appendix A) described the ACTS as it existed when those
reports were written, and', while historically accurate, do not always
accurately reflect the current state of ACTS development. For example,
the ACTS hasbeen called the. Computerized Diagnostic and Decision Train
ing (CDDT) system and the Computerized Decision Training (CDT) system,
as well as the ACTS, in different reports. -This section .describes the
current version of the ACTS.

A brief overview of the ACTS will provide the background for the
system description. The student's task in the ACTS training setting is
to troubleshoot a complex electronic circuit by making various test
measurements, replacing the malfunctioning part, and making final verifi-
cation measurements. The entire process is simulated by. the ACTS.
Neither the actual circuit nor test equipment, is required. The heart of

. the system is an adaptive cotputer program which "learns': the relative
preference of. the student for the various test measurements, compares
this to those of an expert, and when complete, will 'provide feedback and
adapt the instructional sequence to eliminate discrepancies between the
?student and the expert.

The ACTS is not being proposed as a complete troubleshooting training
method. It has not been designed to train the student to use test
equipment, assemble of disassemble the equipment, or provide him2 with

background information-about th'e operation, of the circuit. It is designed

'1A Glossary explaining the techhical terms used 'in this section is included..
Terms included in the Glossary are underlined when they'first appear in the

2Both Male.and female personnel receive electronic troubleshooting training
in' the Army. The masculine.gender.in refeiZence to those students is used
only to avoid the awkward structure imposed by"hisiher"Cwording..

5
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totrain the student'in the' d vision- making aspect of the 'troubleshooting
F -

process.

ACTS Components
41*.

the ACTS consists of four major components: '(a) the task,model;
(b) theexPert model; (c) the'sudeni mode; a (d) the instructional
model.

Task Model: The task model is a simulation of the E3i_Lm-(in his
case an electronir.rircit)-on ELudent is to oe trained. The
circyit currently bein6 use.d'is_a nodular veision of the ileatLkit IP 28
Power Supply.' A simplified schematic diagram 'Of this circuit is shown
in Figure 1. The power supply, when functionineproperly, conyerts a
117-volt alternating current input.(shown at the left) into'a stable,
lOw-voltage, low-amperag,direct current output'(shoum at the right).
As the diagram shows; the circuit consists of ten modules. Since tie
output of the circuit must be stable, even with variations in the input,
there are a number of corrective. feedback. loops in the circuit which
make the troubleshooting process more difficult.-

Expert model,. The second major component of the ACTS is a model of
'an expert troubleshooter. This is an Expected Utility (EU) model which
predicts the expert's measurement'choiceS as he troubleshoots the circuit.

\It it Jev,loped through on-line observation of the)expert's J.'nubleshoccing
behavior

Student-model. The student model,-like the expert model, is an EU
decision model which predicts the student's measurement choices. It is
de$eloped through on-line observation of the student's behavior as he
solves troubleshooting problems on the ACTS.

Instructional model. The last major component is the instructional
model. The function'Of the instructionalodel is 'to-compare the expert
and student, models, oktermlne discrepancies between the two, and to
modify the instructional feedback and problem presentation sequence in
order -to reduce those discrepricies. Currently the instructional model
cast provide some adaptive feedback, but cannot modify the instructional
sequence.' (-

The Expected Utility Model

The uniquenesS (and promise) of the ACTS lieS in the use of the
expert'and student models. Since they are so important to ACTS

'Commercial designations are used only for precision of description. Their
Use does not constitute endorsement.by Departtent of the Army or the Army
Research Institute.
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operation,cthey will be, examined in greater detail. While'the
.IOaels'serve different functions aird use different data? their
is - identical.

"--

r-

-

ConSider an -exPertlIbubleshoOter who is giyenigt,deLictive IP-28.
powetsuf,p1§ an-cfi4.mply toj.d doesWt-work. Fix it:'. If he chooses

:to ,rePair0.1.; thee are a liml:t,ed number of actions that he can take. r"

The troubleshooter can use .the switches and meters on the front Ranel of'
,thd power. upply to checi"anyof the four c*puts. He can take Ay of.
the.25 possible internal test measurements. Or this expert can replace
any of Ae 10,circuit,moduies. ' ,s

- 4
_!kc-

Each orthese possible 'actions: hag associated with ;t a set of
possible:outcomes. For example, measuring the. -`output voltage-`with the
-voltage setting in the highState.coul'dTroduce outcomes of normal, low,
very apw, or zero,' Module-E, the current source, could be good or bad.'
If good, replacing'module E would not. correct the circuit malfunction.
If bal, replacing ehe current source would correct the malfunction.2
Each ssible Outcome has three properties. The first is the conditional
robabi of the occurrence Of--that outcome given that the appropriate

action1s se nd-given.the previous.measurement outcomes. .For
example, given the previous measU#etentreiultsi.what is the probability
that measuring the output voltage Vith the voltage setting in the high
state will -result in an outcome of zero? ThesetOnd prOperty is the
utility.of the.outcome.to the troubleshooter, what he gains or
loses'aSa result of that .outcome. :Utility is subjective, but it should
be relatett to the cost '(in time or money) of taking"that action.. The

thirdproperty is the gain in information that Alle outcome provides
about the location of the,fault.. Information gain Is a function of the
'nuMber'of faults in the circuit that would be eliminated if a particular
result were obtained.

two

operation

1, , .

.

The expert and student models combine these three properties tO
'obtain.,4n "expc.t -ed utility" for each pos'sible action. The higher the
expected. utility of an action, the. more desirable that action.becoMes. 7
The properties.arescombinedas follows:

n

EUjj = Ea.-
A

(1)

1Whennsing the actual equipment, of course, the outcome would be a.
- -

numeric. value. troubli h'ipoter next would have to.determine hether.
thiS.vaane was high,. medium ow, etc.

2Again, this.is a simplification. The current source could be "bacV,;:in a
dumber of ways

8



4 EU = the expected Utility of a:'ctfon Al

.

P. j=. thelprobability hat outcome I, of Aiset of n
'outcomes will c cur.ifaction A4 is selected

Uij ='the utility of outcome i of action Ai

aii = the dformation.gain resulting- from the occurrence cX Outcome
i of action Ai. .

A

In Other words, thefexpected utility of any action is the sum, across all
possible otitcomes-of that.action, of the'producr of the Probability;
utility,_and information gain of that outcome.'

While it is assumed that human troubleshoottrs combine the properties
in thisfashion, and choose the action with thehighest expected utility,.4
this is not a necessary condition for ACTS operation. It is sufficient.
that the model predicts the actions of the human,troubleshooter accurately.

An example of the operation of the expected utility, model is shown
at Appendix

Developing ACTS Training Materials.

While thd basic ACTS model is atplicable to-any diagnostic task,
task-sPecific Information must be provided before training can begin.
'The first step in obtaining this information is to prepare a table
similar to Table 1. This table, developedfor. the IP-28 power Supply,
shows the outcome for each.of the measurements foreach of the possible
circuit faults. This'information forms the baSis for the,task model
(circuit simulator) and is necessary for the development of the expert
and 'student models.

X.

The second step is to determine the probability Of occurrence of
each possible fault. The simplest procedure is to assume that all
faults are equally likely.to occurs This method is especially appropriate
for new circuieS;for which no information about-.failure rates of the
components is-available. A more accurate representation of the on-the-
job-situation can be obtained by using pnobabilities,which reflect the
frequency of occurrence of each-fault in the actual equipMerit. This,
information could. be obtained from examination of maintenance records.

lIt should be noted that the ACTS EU model differsifrom the basic EU model
desCribed in the Glossary. Information; normally a: component of utility,
is,treated separately in the ACTS- --
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Table-1

MeaSurement Outdomes Associated with Circuit
Faults in the' Heathkit IP-2B 'Power Supply

Blank spaces are 'Normal -outcomes) (FrourCrooks, Kuppin, & Freedy; 1978)
.

a

4.

.
.

MODULES'

tn--

...."......

.

PQRS 1 2

.

mEAsuREmEras.

3 4 5 6 7. 8 9 10 11 12413 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

'NORMAL 0 41 .

,

4

1 L H L H F F

L. L

F Z Z Z Z , Z E F Z Z

L V V V V V

Z Z

Z

Z Z

Z

Z F Z F

V

Z Z

Z.

G. TRANSFORMER . 3 X L L L V V Z

4 X 0 L V V p
- .

V V

5 Z F V V Z V

B . DC POWER 6 L H L H ,F,. Z Z Z Z Z . F F Z .'Z Z Z Z Z V V Z Z

SOURCE
7 Z

.
L V, `,7 Z

8 2 H Z Z'Z Z Z F F ZZ Z 2 ,Z Z VV., Z Z,

E. CURRENT 9 Z L V V V V V V V V V V V

SOURCE 10 Z- L V V 1/V V V V VI' -'.V V. 11 -VV. V V

.
11 Z V Z V V

12 L H '1 H
. .. ..

V V V VF.I. Z Z Z Z Z Z V V Z

C SERIES
REGULATOR

:13 Z , V V li V V V '.,".' V V . y z.

14 Z
.

V V V V V V V V V V .V V V V V V

15 Z Z L H V V V V.V V V V V Z:Z Z Z V V V V

D. CURRENT
SENSE

16 L V V V. V V V V
. .

. 17 Z. v V
V

.

F. CURRENT 18 L V V :II; li V V Z Z

LIMITER 19 X ZLH V V V V V 11,V V Z Z V V V V V V V V

K REFERENCE 20 X V V V V V

DC SOURCE 21 Z V V Z V F V

L VOLTAGE 22 Z V V v y FEE V V V.

REFERENCE 23 Z V 'V, V F Z

+1. VOLTAGE 24 Z V V V ,V ft V V / Z

LIMITER 25 L H L H Z ZZF F'ZZ ZZ Z Z V V V V V

J. OUTPUT 26, L H L H V V V V V V V V VIT Z Z V V Z Z°
STAGE 27 X V' V V V V V V V. V Z V- V V
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If'therecokds are not ayailable, estimates of the frequency of fault
..occurrence tould.be obtained from experts.

Given the table.of 'faults and' measurements and the probability of.
occurrence of each fault,-the ACTS can calculate the conditional proba-
bility of"occurrence and information gain of'each outcomeas shown in
equation 1. When, modules can contain more that one possible fault,, the
ACTS also can calculae the probability that particular module is bad.:'
Equations for these calculation's are shoWn:in.May, Crooks, and Freedy
-(1978).

Next/thel'costs for each measurement and,module Teplacement must-bey
Atermined. In general, measurement costs:should reflect the amount of
time required to take that measurement when. using the actual equipment.
The cost of replacing a module should reflect mount'of time for replale-
ment and cost of the:new module. The costs are Presented to the student
in dollar amounts.

, Programming the computer to display the circuit diagram is the last..
task before the:expert model can be trained. This training procesd
results'in the utilities for the measurement outcomes aiushown in.equation
1. Referring once againto,this eqUation, it can beseenthat there ark
now two sets of unknowns remaining: .the expected utilities for each
possible action, and the utilities for each possible outcome. These
unknowns are estimated by "tracking" an!.experC.s troubleshooting behavior .

as he Completes a series of problems on ,the ACTS. As he does this, he.
is presented with the updated probabilities of measurement outcomes. :
The values of the.known model parameters (probability and information)
are entered into the expert model before the expert'statts; with.the
utilities set at some common arbitrary value (usually 100)- The expert
model chooses the action which hasthe highest expected utility. If the
expert then choosesthesame action, no changes in the .model are.mad5,;,-
However, if the action2selected by the expert model differs. from the
action seleCted by the expert,. the model utilities associated with the
model choice'are punished (decreased) and those associated with the
expert choice are rewarded (increased). This process continues until
the estimated utilities become stable. This will Occur when the expert
model is able to predict the choices of the expert accurately.

At this point; the expert is no longer needed; The expert mcael,
having been "trained," replaces the human expeit. Now the system s

ready to begin training the student.1 As did the expert, the student
begins to troubleshoot. As he does this, he has access to-the probabili-
ties produced by the expert model.

'Note that no mention has been made of techniques for modifying the
instructional sequence or for providing feedback to the student. T'e
methods-for accomplishing this have yet to be determined, as will b_
discussed in a later section-of this report.

11



''As the Student solves a series of problems; student model,
which functions in the same manner as does the expert model, learns the.
student's utilities.. :When the estimated studentAiIilitieg begin to
Stabilize, feedback can be.'provided -'to the student.

,Student' Interactions

The' student display, as it appears at the start of a yroblem, Is'
shown in Figure2. It has fout eteas: (a) the circuit area;,(b) the'
main message area; (c) the Cosidetations area; and (d) the legend/
error - message area.' The circuit area contains adiagram-of the circuit,:
along with the measurements that the student can take, and the cost for
each measurement. After a.measurement has been.made, the outcomel.s,

',:dispIayed instead of the cost, The.considerations area is used. to
presehe outcome probabilities to the student. The main messagearea
infornis the student of his options, and also provides.instruCtions-and

.

.assistance... The legend/error-message area provides a legend interpreting
ele.Codes*by which the probabiVties are.displayed, and. is also used to,!
infotm the:Student when he has taken an "illegal" action. All student:
inputs areare accomplished through the use ofa trackball and cursor..

'', -,

, ,
- ...

J

Figure 3 presents a floW diagram of the.Student interactions.with
the ACTS during. the training process. At the start of a problem, the
student is told only that the circuit has,a malfunction which he is to
correct. Initially, the student can select one of five options. The
first is to ask for HELP. As Shown in Figure 3, this option is available
to the student whenever he'must select some action. HELP provides the
stdentwith two types of information from the expert model: (a) a list
of the circuit modules that could be bad;-and (b) the action that-the '.

expert would take next.- . ,

;.
.

The second option that the student can select is to enter his ,

choice of symptoms for consideration. Symptoms, which are measurements
made on:the final output of the circuit, are distinguished from the
internal measurements. After.the.student chooses a syNotom for considera-
tion, :the expert model's probabilities for the.possible wtcomes of a

.check of that symptom are shOwn. The student may choose to consider
40ditionat symptoms, select one of the symptoms considered, or chOose
'none of the sympt ms :and return to the action selection choice point.
HELP is also avai able. Selecting a symptom causes the outcome to be ....

displayed, and then returns the student to the action selection choice
point.

f

The third option that the student can select is to enter his choice
of (internal) measurements for consideration. The sequence of interactions
for this optiori is the same as for the: option, entering a
choice of symptoms for consideration.

12
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CHOOSE, A SYMPTOM, MEASUREMENTs, OR MODULE. (..

EMEMBER TO LIST. THE 4. ALTERNATIVES THAT YOU- CONSIDER,
.MOST IMPORTANT;' THEN CHOOSE ONE FROKYOUR LIST.

MOVE THE .CURSOR TO .THE POINT ON THE SCREEN 'THAT YOU 'ANT,
% :.THEN PRESS THE " " BUTTON. --

.
. . .

'I

HELP READY] OK_

.

.
.

'.' PRESS THE',, "ENTE BUTTON ONLY WHEN THE READY' INDICATOR
IS ON.,;

.

MAIN MESSAGE AREA LEGEND /ERROR-
MESSAGE AREA

Figure 2. The ACTS Student Display As It Appears at the Start of a Prot:dear'
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FigUre 3, StUdedt Ineraction Sequence
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The fourth option to enter a choice of modules to be considered
for replaoeme7 Afterthe'student'ctl'ooses a module Zot consideration,
the expert r:obability that that module is detectiv'e is shown .to
.the student. en: may consider additional modules,.chooge to
replace a spec 4ddle_ or return to the aftion selection choice

-

point Again, 'S -milable. If tfie,Stoient chdoses torepAce a -
-,;module, the re nt is, simulated .and the student is returned -

actIOn ebiisel o ice,point. (

The student,s final -option is to declare the circuit OK.' If the
-student, js incorrect, e is given feediAtk tb this effect and returned
to the action selection choice point. If correct, the student is

.,1!normedthat he has 'corrected the circuit Malfunction. 'At this Point
the utilities in the student model A're updated and a performance summary
is printed for the experimenter. If a block of problets has been com-
pleted, the student may be provided with feedback based on the student
model utilities. Otherwise, a new problem is initiated.

1

EVALUATION

A one-year effort was required to deVelop the basic concepts for
ACTS development and to produce the basic software to test those concepts:
Since the basic software was completed at-the beginning of 1975, the
ACTS has umi-.2rgone concurrent deopment ancLevaluation. Major items
awaiting development are the utility-based feedback and the modification
of thelkoblem presentation sequence on the baSis of student' utilities.
However, since evaluations have been conducted concurrently with the
development process, there aiesufficient 'Hata to show that the major
requirements for successful ACTS operation have been met.

The most basic reqUirement is that the utility estimation algorithms
(which estimate the expert and student utilities) operate correctly.
This applies to both the expert model and the studenmoe.i,i. Several
tests of these algorithms have been conducted.

The'first were conducted using pairs of selected measurements. An
arbitrary set of utilities was:fhosen for thencrmal and _Innormal out-
comes of the two measurements under consideration.

A troubleshooting problem was initiated anc an exper: used the
arbitrarydtilities to calculate the expected utilities of those two
measurements, according to the EU Model described preViously.
expert consistently chose the measurement with the greater expected
utility.- This process was repeated for several problems using different
measurements.. Figur. 4 shows the change in the ACTS-derived utilities
floor the two outcomes.(normal and abnormal) oftwo selected measurements.
fn this case, one of. the utilities had an imposed value of two and the
other three had an imposed value of one. This figure shows rapid Stabili-,
zat,ion (the utilities did not change after the second decision), and a .

15
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rank ordering simgar=to t t of the imposed values. .These
indicated that the_utility raining algorithmag:Operaxing
for pairs--f iscilated measurements.

..

A 1

subsequent test was made 'by an_:expert who used a Consistent
overall decisich strategy. Mostof the:avSilable measurements-were
used YFolloWing..14..probleMs (70 measurement- selection n-decisions)
the utilities' that had- been, adjusted by' the. ACTS stabilized at-levers,
which corresponded to their ranking. in the decisionstrategy used,by the
pxpert.

,

" .

tests

correctly °.

The sameutilitles were 'alswinserted in a:"simulated student"
program to provide 'a additional test:of tie utility ettjustment algorithm.
conditions were such thet/ithe student utilities were "known" and the
'decision-maker as completely consistent. Thesimulated student is a

routine which troubleshoots the circuit_using'any'set of utilities
which.it may have been°programmed. It always chooses the action with
the highest expeceed'utilitY. The resulting utilities produCed,by the:-
uttlipy estimation algorithm were in e4milar rank.Ovdevto ;he simulated

;.student's utilities.

Since the expert model and the student model are, in.essence,'.
identical, it can be assumed that if the expert moil funCtions properly;,,
so.does'th 0. student model. Nevertheless; this assumption was checked by
condutting'a test Of'th adaptive student model similar to that pre-
viously describe for the expert model. The success of the student
model in predic:_ng-th4 actions selected by the simulated student is
shown -in Figure 'Acturacy increased rapidly dyriqg the first 80
decisions (appro:dmately18 probleMs), andperfect success was achieved

, after 210 decisions (45 problems).

TheteSts described above indiCated that the adaptive utility-
estimation algorithms operated correctly when the students or experts
made decisions consistently. The.next Series of tests was conducted to
determine how thc;e algorithms performed When the decisionmakers were
less. than peffect y consistent.

The firs .Lest with a perspn not following a predetermined ,troubleshooting
strategy. used an expert electionics technician. He solved 30 troubleshooting.

*problems using the ACTS while the utilities of the adaptive model were
adjusted. In apost-sessign interview,-the technician was asked why he

acted specific measurements and his estimates of the importance of
those measurements. Those indicated as'critically important in trouble-
shooting were, identified as the key measurements. Figure 6 shows the
adjustments to and stabilization of this expert's utilities for normal
measurement outcomes af these key measurements. Their rank order is the
same as his verbal ranking-of their impoitance.

A subsequent study was conducted to examine the performance of
experienced electronic technicians. Eight students'whoscored high,on a

-17
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S

written electronics knowledge test were give'n 4 1/2 hours of experience
on the ACTS', 4ivided into.three sessions. During the second of these
sessions, .they used the expeWs estimateSof actiOn.outcome,probabilities
as an aid:in their selection of troubleshooting actions. During the
first-and'411frd sessions', the probabilities. were not provided to the

.students.

The students improved their decisionmiking speed throughout the''
three- sessions. The :mean and range of decision time per)formance;are
presented in, Figure {7. Figdre 8 shNs.student .efficiency-.

Measured in decisions perl,problem.c'The figure also: shows the' students'
,dependence on the, outcome prqbabilities provided by the expert. Whip
the probabilitie§',werewithdrawn,inthe third seSsion, the; students'
decisidnefficfenci decreased. " *- 4,

.., ., ?I,. ;

, T14e:mean prelictive success, of the adaptive' student model-was a1s4..
.assessed during'Ais,tbst.,:es.,shown,in Figute 9°. During the second*seS-,
sion, whed.the outcoMe probabifities.were presented, the

.

model predicted
7 4

75 %.of students' choices correctly..
.

,

..,
,

At this'pOint in the evalu.ation-procesS, the f011dWing,conclusions
,can, be made.' First,*the adaptive utility estimation algorithm can .

' predict, after practice, the vrformance.of a,consist'ent deeisionmaker..
.$.-.

Second, the adaptive.utilityestimagop algorithm.accuratelyA,rank-brderS ,

the utilities. of ah expe'it technicieft.. -Third, the presentatiOn or,,- .,

outcome probabilities imprbves both student performance and the predictive
power of the studentodel. Finally, student' performance improves with :

,vractice On the systeM in'the absence of any feedback regarding utilities.

r

L

'ADAPTING TRAINING

The ACTS is still not complete. The' r5ajor.difficulty has been the
developMent,of the mechanism (or mechanism0 by which the training is to
be adaptedttotindividual performanCe: Ideally such mechanisms should
affect both the, feeabackthai the student receives and the sequence in
which prolilems are presented, andrshould be based on the student's
utilities. This has turned out to be more .Complex than anticipated.
One reason is the sheer volume ofinformation provided by the utilities.
There is.one utility for each measurement outcome, and one for the
'replacement Of each module. In thease of the IP-,28 power supply,
there are 96 different-utilities. .Table .2 shows a Sample set of student'

utilities.

Thus far two methods of providing feedback to the student, one
using student utilities, have been d4relOped. Neither' method alters the

problem presentation'segdenCe. The'first, and siMplest,_.metholi presents
the.,expert model's action choice po the student fter the student haS
Madd his seleCtion and obtained the result. Student utilities do not
pAay pad:in thisfeedback sequence, but the expert model is required

20
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..'Table 2-

A Sampld .Set of ..Student Utilities
.

.----- '-.-----..----...
--Measurement- -Utility for

).,

or. Symptom ' ,Normal Non-normal Non-nuiMal Non-normal .Module Utility forCode Outcome Outcome 1 'Outcome .2 Outcome .3 Code RePlaceMent
..

P 100 100 100 .1012 B 100
Q .124 113 100 100 C 100R 401

. 100 , Y/ 0 100
S .....-----33'

.

60 81 E- 100
1 ,100 100 100 F 100
2 100 100 100 G 100'
3 100 100 .100

_II 100
4 147 34' 90 I _,. 100
5, 100 100 100 J 100
6 100 100 100 .K 100
7 10Q 86 86 L 100
8 100' 86- 86

9 100 100 100
10 100 100. 100
11 100 100 _ 100
12

. ipc 100 100
13. 100 100 '100
.14 100' 100'

. 100
15 100 100' 100 1

16 100 IS,10 0
1.

17 100. .. 113, 113 .

.4.

18 100 100. 100
19 100 100

. 106.
20 . i08 100 100

.,21 ' 100: .100'
4

:100 !

22 100: -100 '.'H

23
. 100 100 100 ' :

.. .. .,
,.

24 86' i 100
. 113

25 100 .100



to make it practical. Determination of the-"best "-action at any,point
in the troubleshooting seqUence must account for the previous actions
taken and resuits obtained by the student.. Between 4 and 12 sequential
actions (decisions) are required to repair the circuit; and initially
the student can choose frot among 39 possible actions. To program all -
of the, best choices using a logical branching technique would be, at
best,-a rather complex task.

The second method of providing feedback is based on comparisons
among "key" student utilities. The key utilities are those for measure--
.ment'S'identified by an expert, as being of critical importance in the
fault. isOlition process. For the IP-28 poWer supply, the utilities for

.

the 'outcomes for six measurements were considered to be key. Based on
the relationships agAng.these utilities, :a set of;six.decision rules and
feedback statements were developed. Samples are shown in Table 3. the
decision rule for-the first feedback statement shoUld be read as follows:
If any of, the utilities for measurement 3 are'less than any of the
utilities for measur ent 19, or if any of the utilities for measurement
3 are less than any .the utilities far measurement 11, present this
feedback statement to the student.

The appropriate feedback statements initially are presented to the
student after completing the 15th problem, with updated statements

.---presented every'15 problems thereafter. The student can review them at'
any timer

,

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

At some point in the development; and evaluation of,any training'
:systemi. the developers are faced witha'dilemma: should continued
;-OffOtsbp,Made'to.improiie the system, or should further,development be

.-;:.StIpped::AndtheSyevaIuated in its-current state? The first alterna-
0-0-0Stentially better end, product, but delayd evaluation, and
pi100-00Wttpletentation. The second alternative offers a potentially

:lest/ tli'anOtieital.end-product, but earlier evaluation and implementation.

,'';10i,iile_dilemma currently, facing the ACTS. On one hand, there
e't1-4intber of questions remaining to be resolved and improvements tcl,
" itgdParticUlarly with regard to. providing feedback to the student

'.:aridaltering the problem presentation sequence. On the other hand, the
ACTS appears to have the potential, as it currently exists, to improve.
Army troubleshooting training. For these reasons, future ACTS research
and development will follow two initially divergent, but converging,
paths.

One path will be directed toward evaluating the training and'cost
effectiveneskofthe ACTS in an ongoing course of instruction ,at an Army
School. a prerequisite to this, laboratory evaluations *ail be'con7
'ducted to determine: (a) the transfer of 'ACTS training to the actual
equipment; (b) the relative. proportions or training with the ACTS and
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1.

Table 3

Sample Decision Rules and Feedback Statements

Rule Feedback

3<19 Although measurement 3 is located at a good point to. isolate
..

Or the power input moles, it is expensive. Use this measurement
3,11 after you have eliminated most other possibilities. Measure-

ment 3 should be usedwhen'the probability'ot a normal'outcome.

..!
is rattier high but not certain (a range of 60% to 80%).

2<11 A good first step in checking the operation of.current and
,or voltage feedback loops is. td check the outpUt of the series
3<11

fr.

regulator. Thisshould be doneawiththe circuit operating at .,.
Or full output since this fully exercises the circuit functions..

4 <11 Therefore, measurement 9 or 11 should be used even if there is.
a loW probability of a normal 'outcome: Use measurement 11
since it is Much' cheaper ihan.9.'
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L

training with the actual equipment required for optimal training effec-
tiveness; and (c) the effects of variations in the problem presentaion
sequence on student performance.. Changes made in ACTS software will, in
general,.be limited to those required to install the system at an Army
school. Guidelines for the use of the ACTS will also be prepared.
Finally, an evaluation will be conducted at the school.

.Concuikrently, research will be conducted as a hagis_for,the-developm_ ent
.

of a_second-geteration ACTS. Research topics will-include the extent 'to
which expert utilities, agree, the use.of.--student,.mtilitiee as a criterion
for ,s,topping training and evaluating student performance; and the develop -
ment of diagnostic measures based on student utilities._
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APPENDIKB)EXAMPLE OF THEOPEKAT:ON- OF THE. EXPECTED UTILITY (EU) MODEL

,

'There is a very simple circuit which can fail in only one of four
possible ways. These pcissible faults.are labeled A, B, C, and D. There
are also only four possible test measurements thatcan be taken. These
measurements are identified by the numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4;- and have,
casts associated with them of $1, $2,. $3,.and$4, respectively. lach
measurement can have one of three possible outcomes, Normal (N), Low
(L), or High'.(H). The following table shows the relationships between
the faults and the possible measurement-outcomes.

Faults' 1 2

OK N N

A

N

C,

D.

N N

,

Ileasurement

3

H

H H

All faults are equally-likely to occur. When the troubleshooter is
given the circuit for diagnosis, he knows'that the circuit is not "OK.".
Before any measurements are taken, the probability of occurrence of each
of the measuremeRt,outcomes. is as follows: 0.

v. A s 11 b

Measurement L

Outcome

N H'

1 .50 .25 .25

2 .25 - .50 .25
N.,

3' .00 .00 1.00

0
4 .50 .00 .50
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The amount of information resulting from each outcome is:

-Measurement

. 1 -.

2

Outcome

"L
1.

J.50." P.50 ' .50

.00 -00 .00

.50 . .00 .50

Assume that the utilities for all possible outcomes N, and,H) of any,t
measurement are the.same, and that tha't' value is equal to the reciprocal
of the cost. of taking that measurement. The utilities for the.measure

. .ment outcomes are then: (

Measurement'

1

Outcome

1.00 1.00 -. 1.00

.50 , .50

- .33
, .33 .33

.

.35' 25 .254

t
*

The expected utility for each measurement is 'calculated as the product
of the probability, utility, and information fOr each outcome, summed
across all outcomes for any measurement.

.

'.

I

Measurement L

Outcome

N H

Expected

Utility

1 -.25 ,.125 .125 .50

_ 2. , .0625 .125 .0625 '. .25

3 .00 .00' .00-: .00

4 .0625 .00 .0625
',145

-32
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Measurement 1 would-be chosen by the EU model because it has the highest
expected utility

Now assume that measurement 1 is taken and an outcome 6f21, is
obtained; This eliminates faillts,C-and D from 'consideration. The table
showing the relationships between faults and outcomes. can be reduced to-

.

the following:

,Fault

A

Measurement

2. 3 :'4

-H .H

N H ,

The probabilities of ceasurement,outcomes are:now:

OutcOme .

Measurement
, L N. - H

2 .50 .50 ' .00

3. .00 .00 1.00
7

4 .50 .00 .50

The inf6rmation 'resulting from each outcome,

Outcome

Measurement . L

.50 .00

3. .00 .00 .00

.50 .00 150



4

4 .

The utilities for each outcome remain unchanged.,' -The expected utilities
__for-each measurement _then- heeame4= .

14easutement IL

Outcome Expected

H Utility

.2 .125 .12 -5 .00 .25

3 :1)0 .00 .00 ,00
4

4 .0625 .00 ;0625 .125

11The expec d utility model in this case would choose measurement 2.

- ..,
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GLOSSARY

A

This glbssary cantains:an'alphabetical list of 11 technical terms
used in this report. In parentheses. immediately following the term
.itself.is a List of other terms, also in the glossary, with which the
reader should be familiar before reading that definition.

,:ALGORITHM -- A rule for .performing ,a orputatiOn or solving a problem.
POI- example: "To find the" sum of 'a glet'Oconsecutde4nimbers,one
,through, N,*ultiply the largest number (N) by one phi's the largest
number-(N +.71} -and divide the result by tWo.-"'

'.-

CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY (PRAABILITYY-, The probability that a particular
outcome (11) will be atberoutcoMe (B) has previously
been obtained, or, in other wards, the probability Of:routcpme A conditional
upon B. Some,outcomes are independent: the oc urrenee of outcome B has

It
no effect-on the, probabilisty of outcome. A. For example:. the outcome
obtained.On e thtow of a die has no:effect:on he probability ofoih ..

obtaining-articular outcome on another throw of the same die. Con-.
ditional probability is relevant onlyto non - independent events. Assume.

that two ,4nSecutiveikh ows,of-a die are to be made, and that the (
.

favorable outcome is a total of six on'the two throws. Before the lirst
throw lis .made there are 35 possible outcomes, fiVe of which (1-5, .2-4,
3-3,',4-2,*and:5,.) will produce.a total of- six.,The probability of

a :total of -six is therefore 5/36; or proximately 0.14. Now
,,, assume thatthefirst thrOw is made'and a.foUr. obtained-. There are .

now six possibletotals that could liie obtained , 6, 7, 8,'9, and 10),-
''od/y one of,which-ia six. The conditional prob ility of obtaining,a
total of six "given that the outcome of the first toss was a four -is
therefore 1/6, or apProrimately0.17.

: COST (VALUE):c-- Negative value:

DIAGNOSTIC TASK -- Any task which requireg an individual to determine'
the cause or nature of a problem or situation. Electronic troubleshooting,
mechanic maintenance, and medical diagnosis are common typgs of diagnostAC
tasks.

a

EXPECTED UTILITYAEU) (PROBABILITY, VALUE, gosT, UTILITY) -- to numerical
expression ofhe anticipated subjective, worth to an individual of
taking an action, when the outcome that wil4..rdeult from taking that
action is uncertain. Mathematically, if there are N possible outcomes,.'
.each having a probability of- occurrence PN,, and a utility UN, then
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EU = P ,P2U + + PNUN

N - cB

EU = E PiUi
i=1

As. an ilAustration, consider the following situation.' You have just
arrived in a distant city for an important meeting the following da),\.
IIYour hasty departure, you forgot topack your raincoat. Weather '
reports indicate a probability of 0.50 that it tomorrow, a
probability of .25 that there will be light rain, and a probability of
'0.25 that there will be very beavy rain. You'definitely will be exposed
to the weathet, and it is- very important to ydu,that you arrive at your'
meeting in a dry Condition. You enter a clothinivttore which offers two

T. types, of raincoats: inexpensive, which'will prottct you against a light
rainbut offers little protection against a heavy rain; and expensive, _

which. will protect. you againSt light Qr heavy rain. You cannot wait
until tomorrow'to decide what to do. You carefully consider yourthree
possible.actions- (buy nothing, buy the inexpensive raincoat, and buy the
expensive' raincoat) and the, three possible weather conditions (fair,
light "rain, and heavy. rain), and, determine your utility for each action
under each weather condition. Tile results are as follows: ,

buy
nothing ,

buy inexpensive
raincoat

buy expeniive
raincoat

WEATHER CONDITION

fair
. light, rain

(P=.50): (P=25)

-15,

-75

-30 A

-65

heavy rain
(P=.25)

-100

- 30

If you buy the appropriate raincoat for the weather, you'"break even."
Buying too little protection is unfavorable because your,appearance will
e degraded and your clothing will be damaged. Buying too much pro-

tection is 'unfavorable because you will have spent money unnecessarily.
Which action has the highest expected' utility? Using the formula shown
'above:
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)

EU (buy nothing) = (0.50) (0) + 0.25)(=30) + (0.25)(-100)

0
. 7 -32.00

,

EU (buy inexpensive raincoat) = (0.50).( -15) + (0.25) (0)

+ (0.25) ( -30)

= -8.25

EU (buy expensive raincoat) = (0.50)(775) + (0,25)(-65)

4 + (0,25)(0)

= -53.75

. .

Buying the inexpensive raincoat is the action which has fhe highest
expected utility.

EXPECTED UTILITY MODEL (VALUE, COST, UTICITY, PROBABILITY, EXPECTED
UTILITY)'-- A model decisionmaking Which assumes that, when
indivi4u'als muStirselect ode .a number of ternative actions, they
select action with'the highest expected 'lity.-

/ .

INFORMATION (PROBABILITY) -- Information can be loosely defined as
anythihg that reduCes uncertainty about ail outcome. tInformatIon is
measured-in binary digits','or bits. .One.bit is the amount of information
that will eliminate one -half of the alternative outcomes, assUming.that'
all outcomes are equally likely., -Being told. that the-oAcome of a coin
-toss was head, or that the. outcome of a roll of a die was either one,
two, or t ree each convey one bitof information. Knowing which of four
equally li ely outcomes has occurred provides 'iwo'bits of information,
and whiCh f eight, three. bits. If ,the alternatives are nat equally
likely, th amount of information:in an N-alternative situation is

P1 1 .1/pi ± p2.'log2 1/p2..+ logy

3 7 .

PN 10g2 1/PN



or

N

E pi lOg2 1
1=1 .

Pi

where pi is the probability of occurrence o outcome 1.

PARAMETER A'variable term in a mathematical function which' deiermines
the Specific form. of the function., but does, not affect its general
'nature. For. example, the function

= ax + b

describes a straight line. The parameters a and .b determine the slope
and intercept, respectively, of that line. The function remains that
for a straight line no matter what specific values may be substituted
for a and b.

PROBABILITY A. numerical expression of the likelihoodof obtaining a
Particular outcome, usually. called the "favorable" outcome. The numerical
Value'of.a probability can range from zero (the favorable outcome
certainly will not be obtained) to one (the favorable outcome certainly'
will be obtained). .'Probabilities may be either objective, based on

.

accepted rules for their calculation, or subjective, based on an individual's.
opinion Or belief.. Objective probabilities can be calculated in several
ways. If it can be assumed that all possible outcomes are equally
likely,. the probability of occurrence of the favorable outcome is the
number of possible favorable outcomes dividedby the total numbtr. of
possible outcomes. For example, the probability of obtaining the outcome
"head"..when a coin is tossed is 1/2, or 0.5.I.the probability of obtaining
the outcome "3"when a die is rolled is 1/6, orlapproximattly 0.17;. the
probability of obtaining the outcome,"queen of hearts" when drawing a
single card from a.deck of playing cards is 1/52, or, approximately 0.02;
and the probability of obtaining the outcome "any heart" when drawing a .

single card from a deck of playing cardaJs,13/52; or 0.25. The probability
of 'ocourrehce of the favorable outcome can also,be'defined as the relative

,

frequency of occurrence of that outcome that has been observed in the
past. For example, assume that ajar contains a very.large (infinite)
number of marbles'. One hundred marbles have been drawn from this jar.
Of these, .50 were red, 25 were blue, and,25,were white. .The probability
of'drawing a red marble on the next draw is 50/100,.or 0.50; that of.
drawing a blue marble 25 /100, or 0.25; and that of draping a white
'marble 25/100, or 0.25. Subjective probabilities may be obtained for
outcomes for which objective probabilities cannot be obtained (for
example, the probability that the Tampa Bay-Buccaneers will win Super
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Bowl XX), as'welI,as outcomes for which objective probabilities :can be
obtained. In the latter case, subjective and objective probabilities
for the sameioutcome will not necessarily be identical. In bOth cases,
sub ctiVe probabilities for the same'OnicOMe may vary from individual
,to ndividual.

UTILITY (VALUE, COST) -- A numerical expression of the subjective worth
of an outcome to an individual. Utility is positive if the outcome is
favorable, negative if the outcome is unfavorable, and.zero if the

t'

outcome is.neither favorable nor unfavorable; Utilities or the-same
outcome can vary from individual to individual, even fq outcomes such
as monetary gains or losses.

VALUE -- A numerical expression of the objective-worth of an outcome.
The value of a $1.00 bet on a football game'is-+$1..00 if the Outcome is
favorable (you win) and -.$1.00, if'the outcome is unfavorable (you lose).
The term cost is frequently used foronegative value.

V
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